Introduction Style Engineers (initially titled Smart Clothing: Smart Girls) is in its 4 th year of development. Cornell University and University of Minnesota researchers in partnership with 4-H and Girls, Inc. use hands-on fashion-focused activities to introduce girls age 10 to 15 to STEM principles through their interest in fashion. We developed an activity to guide the girls in manipulating pattern shapes for skirts to discover and develop their spatial visualization abilities. The principal objectives of this activity were to explore the relationships between 2D pattern shapes and 3D garment shapes and apply the 2D/3D transformation learned from one garment type to another garment type. Spatial visualization is essential in many STEM careers and is a foundational component of apparel patternmaking. Spatial visualization is the "ability to mentally manipulate an entire spatial configuration, to imagine the rotation of depicted objects, to imagine the folding or unfolding of flat patterns, and to imagine the relative changes of position of objects in space" (McGee, 1979) . Activities, which improve spatial abilities in young girls are valuable which is evident in studies demonstrate that as early as age 4 ½, boys already show a better grasp of spatial relationships than girls do (Levine et al., 1999) . In clothing design, spatial visualization makes it possible to read an image (sketch or photograph) and understand the 3D shape and the 2D pattern that creates the shape by inferring information not evident in the single view image. This research builds on a past study of naïve spatial understanding of pattern shapes which identified straight gathers and the combination of straight gathers and flare as sources of misunderstanding for middle school girls and university freshmen (Dunne et al., 2014) . Here, we discuss the instructional strategy and results of our activity and identify sources of spatial misunderstanding in middle school girls.
Methods This exercise was delivered at both Cornell University and the University of Minnesota (UMN) during the summer of 2014 to 43 middle school girls (Cornell n=29; UMN n=14). The girls worked in groups of 2-5, each with a leader facilitating the activity. The activity is as follows: 1) Groups were provided with an image of a skirt via mood board ( Figure 1) ; 2) groups were asked to replicate the skirt using tissue paper on ½ scale forms; 3) if the students could not decide how to proceed they were provided with the first prompt, a physical ½ scale mock-up of the skirt depicted in the image; and 4) if the students were still having trouble, the facilitator used a second prompt that led the students through the process using manipulation of geometric shapes and slash 
